Seminar "Against discrimination among young people” is
dedicated to trainers, youth workers and group leader who work with young
people in Europe. Has been prepared by 13 organizations from Poland,
Bulgaria, Croatia, Greece, Spain, Lithuania, Latvia, Macedonia, Portugal,
Romania, Turkey, the United Kingdom and Italy that work with people
experiencing discrimination and want to increase their knowledge about good
practices related to anti-discrimination education. We want to counteract
negative social phenomena such as prejudice, discrimination, increasing peer
violence and radicalization of young people. The consortium sees a key problem
which is a contribution to the preparation of this project - we care about
cooperation in response to the problems we notice. We need to expand our
work workshop with an international component, especially by consideration
for emerging new challenges.
Project aims to professionalize the activities of youth workers and enable
discussions between the trainers involved and people from target groups with
different challenges related to anti-discrimination workshops.

We place emphasis on:
- building understanding for intercultural dialogue among participants
- increase of knowledge about discrimination on grounds of sex, religion and
other identity features of project participants
- promoting the protection of human rights and respect
for inherent human dignity

All partner organizations are responsible for preparing participants / check.
Their the task is to enable the participants to complete pre-design tasks (in the
field provide necessary information and share your own know-how and
support them in this process (help in preparing presentations, ideas for
workshops and energy laborers, etc.).

In the Seminar take part 2 representatives from each country: a youth worker
and second person less experienced. Both 18+.
Participation fee: 25 €/participant
Preparing for the seminar project partners agreed to perform the following
activities:
- preparation of detailed information about your organization in English
- preparation of exercises related to examples of possible reactions to
stereotypes, prejudice and discrimination in your own local environment
- preparation of tools that they use in working with adolescents experiencing or
being at risk discrimination and leading specific exercises during the seminar
- preparation of the presentation of the anti-discrimination campaign that was

carried out in their country
- preparing an interesting presentation about your country in English
- preparation of two examples of energy enthusiasts, which they will be able to
share with the rest of the group.

Responsible organisation for the Project is Regional Volunteer
Centre in Kielce, that was established in 1997 as a program of the Foundation
in Support of Local Democracy. From 2005 we have been an independent
association. The main aims of our organization is to help the people to
understand the idea of volunteering, educate youth about alternative ways of
spending spare time and helping the others. Regional Volunteer Center is one of
the most active NGOs in our region. We have been the only one Training Center
for our voivodeship and one more in Poland of “Yoth in action” Programme
and “Erasmus +” nowadays. For many years, we send a lot of young people to
participate in many projects such as youth exchanges, international training
courses and others.
We’ve written and organised many “Youth in Action“ and “Erasmus +” projects
with variety of topics like: Sport, Leadership, Entrepreneurship, Civic
Volunteering, Dance, Cultural Differences, Discrimination etc. In all of them we
have used methods of the ETS.
Regional Volunteer Centre runs many different initiatives for your i.e. “Youth
Bus Stop” – regular, free of charge workshops with different topics for instance
language workshops, PR workshops, meetings with travellers, game club and
others.
Our projects and actions are based on a non-formal education that we always try
to promote. In 2018 we were grantee of Visegrad Fund and we organised
Contact Making Seminar about Non-formal Education at school and how its
methods and tools can be used in a formal learning by teachers.

Major airports:
-Warsaw Chopin (WAW)
-Warsaw Modlin (WMI)
-Kraków (KRK)
From Warsaw airports the best option is to take the train which takes you from
Modlin lotnisko (Warsaw Modlin airport) or Warszawa Lotnisko Chopina
(Warsaw Chopin airport) to Warszawa Centralna (Central Warsaw) train station
(one-way ticket is around 20 polish złotych). Then change on the Central
Warsaw to Kielce Central Station. You can buy the ticket at the train station or
on the Website: http://www.pkp.pl/pl/
From Kraków airport the option is to take the train from Kraków Lornisko
(Kraków airport) to Kraków Głowny (Central Kraków) train station (one-way
ticket is around 10 polish złotych) and then the train from Kraków Główny to
Kielce (journey takes 2 hours).
You can buy the ticket at the train station or on the Website:
http://www.pkp.pl/pl/
From Cracow and Warsaw it is also possible to take the FlixBus. You can
ONLY buy tickets on-line by the website: https://www.flixbus.pl
(There is also English language on the website)
From Cracow buses depart from the Bus Station at Cracow Train Station.
From Warsaw they depart from Wilanowska Bus Stop. 10 minutes away by
Metro from Central Warsaw.

Travel allowances
Bulgaria: SDRUZHENIE EVROPEYSKI
PROEKTI V BALGARIA

275 €

Croatia: Europski Put

275 €

Greece: KINONIKI SINETAIRISTIKI

275 €

EPICHERISIELLINIKI SYMMETOCHI NEON

Spain: Grupo de Desarrollo Rural Valle del
Guadalhorce

360 €

Lithuania: ASOCIACIJA APKABINK EUROPA

180 €

Latvia: EXPRESS YOURSELF

275 €

Macedonia: ZDRUZENIE NA

275 €
Visa: 60 €/per.

STUDENTI PO PRAVO I MLADI PRAVNICI
PAVEL SATEV KOCANI

Portugal: ASSOCIACAO CHECK-IN COOPERACAO E DESENVOLVIMENTO

Romania: ASOCIATIA CENTRUL PENTRU
STRATEGII DE DEZVOLTARE A
TINERETULUI

Turkey: Symrnes Ogretmen Akademisi

360 €
275 €
275 €
Visa: 100 €/per.

United Kingdom: Momentum World CIC

275 €

Italy: ASSOCIAZIONE CULTURALE EUFEMIA

275 €

Please bring with you original bills, invoices, receipts, tickets and
boarding passes. From return way all the oryginal tickets
and boarding passes will be needed to be send by traditional post.

Arrivals & Departures
We will meet at Kielce, in the hotel for a common dinner at 7pm
on Saturday 1st June. Departures will be on Friday 7th June after breakfast.
For all questions about your travel arrangements, problems, please contact
Barbara Jaskmanicka: jaskmanicka.barbara@wp.pl

Venue:
Acommodation of the group will be in hotel IBIS that is 5 minutes away from the
Main Square, in double rooms. Each room has towels and hair dryer. Meals will
be served in the same place each day in the restaurant. Working room is in the
same building where group will have meetings and sessions.

Organisational Form for participant:
https://goo.gl/forms/mWk7EjJJYObsorby2

01.06.2019 Saturday

Arrival day.
Common dinner at 7:00 p.m.

02.06.2019 Sunday

Welcome session with name games and teambuilding exercises.
Presentation of organisations.
Intercultural evening.

03.06.2019 Monday

What is discrimination? Anti-discrimination campaigns in
countries.
Sources of discrimination and dealing with manifestations of
discrimination and exclusion in peer groups
Preparation for the happening.

04.06.2019 Tuesday

Day out in Kielce: visit in Regional Volunteer Centre.
Study visit at the Museum of Dialogue of Cultures, including a
meeting with journalists and young people - a conversation
between participants about the relationships and portrayals of
Christians and Muslims in the media (press, TV, Facebook).

05.06.2019 Wednesday

Tool Fair - a session conducted by organizations presenting
examples of activities carried out in their organizations.
Discussion on adapting the classes to the different needs of the
participants.

06.06.2019 Thursday

Developing anti-discrimination standards for implementation in
organizations and planning future workshops in a way that
allows participants to meet different needs. Learning about all
possibilities of joint activities under Erasmus + programs, a
session conducted by more experienced organizations for those
with less international experience.

07.06.2019 Friday

Breakfast and departures.

Detailed program with hours for each day will be sent before arrivals.
Breakfasts, Coffee Breaks, Lunches and Dinners will be each day
during the stay and organised by organizators.

is the city located in the heart of the oldest
European mountains - Świętokrzyskie Mountains called also as the Holy Cross
Mountains. It is the capital of Świętokrzyskie Province and the main city in Kielce
Metropoitan Area. In the past the city cemented its claims as the cradle of building
industry. Nowadays, it is a bustling spot on the Polish map. It is the economic,
academic, cultural, touristic and relaxational centre in the South-Eastern part of
Poland. Within the boundaries of Kielce there are as many as 5 nature reserves,
where there are plenty of geological pecularities. It is a real treasure trove of
knowledge and secrets for paleontology and archeology lovers.

Project Coordinator: Barbara Biskup
barbara.biskup83@gmail.com
Logistic Coordinator: Barbara Jaskmanicka
jaskmanicka.barbara@wp.pl
Organisation:

Regional Volunteer Center
Żeromskiego 36
25-375 Kielce
Tel. +48 41 362 14 12
Mail: partnership@centrumwolontariatu.eu
www.centrumwolontariatu.eu
https://www.facebook.com/RCWKielce/

